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(google map)

suzuki bandit  

condition: like new  

Custom re-worked Suzuki bandit. Tires have barely
200 miles (front one is a little messed up, the back one
is nearly brand new), new brakes, and fresh oil as of a
hundred miles ago. Frame from Suzuki GSF 600, but
engine swapped out with a Suzuki GSXr 750. Has
CUSTOM exhaust, and other parts.

Bike was totaled in the fall and I am selling it for parts,
has a new chain and both new sprockets. The only
damage is to the front fork from impact, and the left
side from laying it down and impact. Photos from both
before and after the accident. 

Text preferred: (eight5nine) four9four-eight8zero3
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engine displacement (CC): 750  

fuel: gas  

paint color: red  

title status: clean  

transmission: manual  

do NOT contact me with unsolicited services or offers

post id: 6579946807  posted: 6 days ago
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